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ABOUT & MISSION
Quote—Unquote1 is an interdisciplinary platform that investigates the mechanisms, uses
and effects of (public) speech in contemporary society through artistic practice and its
intersection with other fields of activity.
By observing the educational and performative turns of the last few decades and the
growing importance of the discursive act in the field of visual arts, the main focus of the
platform revolves around various public speaking phenomena, the components of speech,
such as voice, language, translation and the performativity of the speaking act. Through the
lens of artistic practice, Quote—Unquote aims to explore the ramifications of public
discourse and its capacity to heal, educate, manipulate or deceive, in an open dialogue that
transcends disciplines.
Quote—Unquote follows and provokes the juxtaposition of various practices in order to
create new productions and an understanding of the event in itself as a process of
transformation and co-creation.
Speech is a point of intersection or tension between multiple nodes. In our quests, we've
visited echo chambers, disembodied voices, arcane rituals, political debates, free-form
radio and podcasts, deconstructed TED talks, therapeutic practices and ASMR, figures of
speech, freedom of speech and the relationship of public speech with authority.
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WHO & HOW
Quote—Unquote is conceived and articulated by Infinite Conversation, an independent
curatorial unit founded in Bucharest by Dan Angelescu, Irina Radu and Cristina Vasilescu.
The collective explores layers of discursivity and the public sphere, striving to gather
insights from the vitality of interdisciplinary practice in order to create public engagement,
from the starting point that art ignites dialogue and dialogue creates understanding.
Dan Angelescu works as cultural producer and curator. Since 2019 he co-curates the Off
Season residency for visual artists (Albania). With a primary interest in moving image, he is
project manager for Pustnik Screenwriters Residency and has curated BIEFF – Bucharest
International Experimental Film Festival, which he has also coordinated between 2013 and
2018. He holds an MA in Comparative Arts and Media Studies from Vrije University,
Amsterdam.
Irina Radu is a visual anthropologist and explorer. Her interest in the ramifications of public
speaking sparked while pursuing her MA in Visual Anthropology at Goldsmiths, University
of London, with her dissertation serving as a starting point for a long-term collaborative
research.
Cristina Vasilescu is an independent curator working across multiple disciplines, currently
Artistic Director at Suprainfinit Gallery and founder of 19DOORS project space inhabiting
a domestic environment in Bucharest. She co-directed clearview, a contemporary art
project based in London, worked at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) London and
studied Curating Contemporary Arts at the Royal College of Art.

ARTISTS & PRACTITIONERS IN 2020
Throughout the year, QUOTE—UNQUOTE has
focused its activity on commissioning new artistic
works that highlight interdisciplinary collaborations
and coagulated in several series of contributions.
The following took place: 3 exhibitions, a series of 6
podcasts and 1 soundwork, 2 educational
workshops, 4 online reading encounters and an
open call that commissioned and produced 4 new
video works made by young artists.

Jasmina Al-Qaisi (RO/DE)
Anna Barham (UK)
Jenny Brady (IE)
Vlad Brăteanu (RO/DE)
Anca Bucur & Sergiu Nisioi (RO)
Lidija Burčak (CH/HR)
Maia Conran (UK)
Helen Anna Flanagan (UK/NL)
Adrian Ganea & Chlorys (RO)
Melissa Ghidini (IT)
Christian Jankowski (DE)
Liz Magic Laser (USA)
Ira Merzlichin (RO)
Harun Morrison (UK)
Moad Musbahi & Sheryn Akiki (LB/LE/UK)
Clarissa Thieme (DE)
mother tongues (UK/VE)
Elena Trifan (RO)
Mona Vătămanu & Florin Tudor (RO)

EXHIBITIONS
Healing Games
Christian Jankowski
SUPRAINFINIT Gallery, Bucharest
October 30 – November 19, 2020
Healing Games is the solo exhibition of artist Christian Jankowski, whose
practice touches on dialogue at both a personal and collective level,
through a newly commissioned multi-media work, Family Constellation,
and through previous works that echo concerns from related fields.
For Family Constellation, Jankowski asked Romanian Clinical Psychologist
Alexandru Bătinaș to lead three online therapy sessions in the gallery
space throughout the artistic working process. The artist invited his
younger brother Jochen Jankowski to Bucharest for two weeks, both
taking part in the sessions to discuss their relationship, family dynamics
and the role of art as a possible healing game. Creating a new image of
their “Ursprungsfamilie” (family of origin, a German term used in
psychotherapy to describe genetic predispositions and alikeness amongst
members of a family), Jochen works on and orchestrates the shaping
process of four wooden sculptures in the exhibition space, representing
each member of the family: the mother, the father and the two brothers.
The entire sculpting development is informed by the discussions with the
therapist and by the brothers’ old and new perceptions of their family.

The siblings’ collaboration in chainsaw carving resurfaces movements of
consciousness, giving access to memories that are subtly unearthed
throughout the sculptures’ making. Fixed on four-wheel platforms, they
allow the artist to move the heavy characters according to the
ever-changing family dynamics.
Unlike most of the artist’s previous works, where the investigation
matters derive from the local context and are directed outwards, this
project points to his kinship in uncontrollable, affective ways. Family
Constellation accesses the unfamiliar through the familiar, exploring
family relationships as a method of voyage and hybrid encounter.
The video and the series of plexiglass objects document Jankowski’s
therapeutic intervention and complement the sculpture ensemble in the
personal and collective psyche, engaging with specialists of fields
situated outside the art realm. The script is never the product of one
author, but rather the result of meetings and dialogues between the
numerous voices involved.
Family Constellation is an elaborate installation that combines various
media produced in Bucharest in the autumn of 2020, and alongside the
other works explores the potential of dialogue and (un)familiarity as a
catalyst in (self)healing processes.
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EXHIBITIONS
a worm breeds a dendrolite breeds
a prototype & chlorophylla.live
Anca Bucur & Sergiu Nisioi
Botanical Garden, Bucharest
July 18 – August 16, 2020
a worm breeds a dendrolite breeds a prototype by artist and writer Anca
Bucur and computer scientist and research Sergiu Nisioi, commissioned by
Quote—Unquote, a site-specific installation and an alternative
ecological/digital network that communicated with parts of the environment
in and around the Botanical Garden in Bucharest.
a worm breeds a dendrolite breeds a prototype navigates a frontier landscape
of multispecies entanglements and onto-epistemic frictions, unearthing the
ecological dimensions of their mingled spacetimemattering organization.
Resurfacing from beneath the soil, invertebrate molecular agents – vermes,
parasites or arthropods – stretch their limbs, unfasten their mandibles and
gape their gonopods to pair and entwin their abreast greener kindreds for a
more vivid naturecultural scenario to manifest and shimmer.
If oaks and elms and cypress would grow backwards, if rinds and mosses
would wrap inwards, if all these roots could stem the heights in circles and
birds not seal their eyes, lowlifes from drilosphere would softly run riot.
Whilst examining the nature of difference between these living forms, Anca

Bucur’s sculptures and interventions within the Botanical Garden chart an
understanding of matter not only as a product of interrelated semiotic
practices, but also as an already composite factor in its iterative
aggregations and vital materializations. Soft bodied organisms, smooth
skins and spontaneous relics are oozing into visibility to reshape the
landscape, manufacturing the soil as both their habitat and their
end-product. Vermicular intelligence returns open an ecology of the living
soil, annexing its blossomed embodiment to conjure a multispecies
community of biota, aerating the land and burrowing new life into it.
chlorophylla.live is a digital platform designed by Sergiu Nisioi and Anca
Bucur to channel and conjugate the rhythmic rustle of the ill-edged
geography made visible in the co-habitation of species through a worm
breeds a dendrolite breeds a prototype. Several long-range, low-power
radios are inserted into and around the sculptures from the Botanical
Garden of Bucharest in order to create an alternative ecological network
that communicates with the environment.
The information provided by the unearthed objects through their sensors is
made public to chlorophylla.live and several sound recordings from around
the organisms will be curated and streamed. The platform opens up various
research questions on the relations between factors such as air pollution,
noise, atmospheric pressure, soil temperature or humidity and the sonic
productions of the species co-habiting the area.
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VIDEO STATION
Video Station is a commissioning programme for moving image works,
as well as a platform for curated artists’ films/videos dealing with topics
of public discursivity. Both series were conveyed as an online
exhibition/video library over the span of 7 months.
The commissioning programme stemmed from an Open Call and the four

selected commissioned Video Station works approach public speaking
phenomena and discursivity through a wide array of subjects, whispers,
voices and gestures, as short fiction films, video art and hybrid docu-essays.
The artists and their proposals fostered the production of collaborative and
transdisciplinary moving image works.

COMMISSIONED WORKS
PART OF THE OPEN CALL:

TEMPORARY ONLINE
VIDEO ARCHIVE:

Helen Anna Flanagan
Sunday

Liz Magic Laser
Primal Speech

Adrian Ganea & Chlorys
My bacterial self helps me sleep

Jenny Brady
Receiver

Ira Merzlichin
Radio Vesna

Clarissa Thieme
Today Is 11th June 1993

Moad Musbahi & Sheryn Akiki
Ligatures and Broken Verse

Mona Vătămanu & Florin Tudor
Terms and Conditions

These newly commissioned video works were temporarily exhibited
in the Saltmine space of Suprainfinit Gallery, Bucharest
October 30 – November 2, 2020

SUNDAY
BY HELEN ANNA FLANAGAN,
SINGLE-CHANNEL VIDEO, 2020
“Sunday is a short fictional film that thinks about the medium of radio and how it was
formerly used in the twentieth century as a technique to encourage productive labour in
factories. The radio and beat of the music helped control the workforce on the assembly
line, creating a constant upbeat-tempo to produce. Using this notion of the radio as a
controlling, motivating and affective soundtrack for efficiency, the work experiments with
how radio could be reimagined under certain contemporary conditions.
Sunday uses radio transmission involving the figure of the radio agony aunt, a disembodied
voice that offers anonymous callers advice. A lady, known as Sandra, calls up talking about
how numbers, rhythmic machines and voices are slowly taking over her fatigued body and
obsessive mind, working much like the beat of an infectious song. The work originally
existed as an experimental fictional radio dialogue and has been translated into a short film
that reflects on the mechanised body and mind, thinking further about ‘the beat’ as an
omnipresent force.” (text by Helen Anna Flanagan)

W: https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/video-station/helen-anna-flanagan-sunday
V: https://vimeo.com/474328715
Pass: qusunday
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Sunday
Helen Anna Flanagan

MY BACTERIAL SELF HELPS ME SLEEP
BY ADRIAN GANEA & CHLORYS,
SINGLE-CHANNEL VIDEO, 2020
“With a particular interest in the ecology of the nonhuman, we propose a work that explores and studies shapeless
masses, slippery sludges and slime structures. As these are often associated with decomposition, mere traces of residues,
trails of verminous lifeforms, they actually provided the template for all organic beings and all eventual thought on the
Planet Earth. Also, humanity’s gradual ascent comes from clustered pools of ooze – globs of swarming proto-life.
Serving as a name for a life-generative formless substance in the physical sense, slime structures are greatly removed from
the human sphere of thought and existence. However, these networks of slime are an important physical and
metaphysical organism necessary for producing a realist bio-philosophy void of human exceptionalism/
anthropocentrism. The discourse thus turns towards/through this dark vitalistic substance of life, which is infiltrating
pipelines, crawling through walls, seeping through floors. Perpetually present in the public sphere, the formless globs are
accumulations of (non)life that inhabit the cracks, the edges and extremities. While detached from the public sphere, due
to anthropocentric imperatives, the slime finds its way of articulating a discourse through its own properties. Voicing
itself through itself, the slime may appear as disgust of life, decay, rot, unnerving spatiality of molds and fungus.
Part post-apocalyptic sci-fi essay, part queer onthological stream of thought that is taking cues from intersectional
science-fiction writer Octavia Butler’s body of work and Paul B. Preciado’s juxtaposition with bacteria, this video tries to
posit notions about nonhierarchical social formations and anti-capitalist thinking.” (text by Adrian Ganea & Chlorys)

W: https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/video-station/adrian-ganea-chlorys-my-bacterial-self-helps-me-sleep
V: https://vimeo.com/476542044
Pass: qubacterial
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My bacterial self helps me sleep
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RADIO VESNA
BY IRA MERZLICHIN,
SINGLE-CHANNEL VIDEO, 2020

“Just as foreign radios invade each other’s space in border areas, language
reflects the influence of neighbouring countries as you approach communities
that live close to the frontier. Radio Vesna, the world’s most volatile radio
station, constantly moves in and out of its AM frequency as it tries to illustrate
the mix of languages in the Danube Delta area. Its non-Russian speaking host
scrambles as she intrudes into people’s lives and captures the difficult,
ever-changing mix of old Russian, Ukrainian and Romanian. This is the
beginning of a larger project that will strive to document the fluidity of
language in this geographical area.” (text by Ira Merzlichin)

W: https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/video-station/ira-merzlichin-radio-vesna
V: https://vimeo.com/474328516
Pass: quvesna
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Radio Vesna
Ira Merzlichin

LIGATURES AND BROKEN VERSE
BY MOAD MUSBAHI & SHERYN AKIKI,
SINGLE-CHANNEL VIDEO, 2020

“The manner of how one speaks is a product of their environmental surroundings, the form
of training they receive, and the possibility provided for by their bodily capacity. Ancient
forms of rhetorical training idealised the body and its movements in space. Codified what
constituted the perfect gesture as executed by a view of a normalised body. Against this, a
tradition celebrating biological difference, of the possibilities that arise from corporeal
variance. The work breaks its breath and speaks across time to vocalise and animate the
aspects of speech that vibrate beyond the verbal, that are inherited and transmitted in the
disarticulations of the joint.” (text by Moad Musbahi & Sheryn Akiki)

W: https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/video-station/moad-musbahi-sheryn-akiki-ligatures-and-broken-verse
V: https://vimeo.com/474327976
Pass: quligatures
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Ligatures and Broken Verse
Moad Musbahi & Sheryn Akiki

TEMPORARY ONLINE VIDEO ARCHIVE
To accompany the Video Station open call and commissioning programme
for video works, Quote—Unquote presents a series of artists’ films and
videos dealing with topics of speech and public speaking. A new work will
be published online every two weeks between July and September 2020.
Liz Magic Laser’s mixed media installation Primal Speech constructs a
futuristic version of a political primal scream room. The grey padded walls
and therapeutic props such as pillows and stuffed animals based on
political party logos, are punched or embraced in Laser’s adaptation of
Primal Therapy methods demonstrated in a video embedded in the wall.
In its various moods Jenny Brady’s Receiver presents a heady and
multi-layered assemblage of Deaf history, drawing on research into The
Milan Conference of 1880 which led to a ban on teaching sign language in
schools for the deaf. The film considers how we both speak and listen, and
the question of who has the right and capacity to be heard.

Today is 11th June 1993 by Clarissa Thieme was developed on the basis of
intensive investigations in the Library Hamdija Kresevljakovic Video
Archive in Sarajevo, a private collection of amateur videos in which the
residents of Sarajevo document their lives during the siege. In this
collection Thieme found a short science-fiction film in which a group of
young people uses black humor to imagine fleeing the enclosed city by
means of a time machine.
Working with a group of teenagers for Terms and Conditions, Mona
Vatamanu and Florin Tudor, together with the playwright Mihai Lukács
explored within a workshop held at the Youth House the relationship
between social networks, data collection, and surveillance technologies.
In the act of consent to terms and conditions of any digital service, what
are the implications in terms of individual sovereignty?

VIDEO STATION

PODCAST SERIES

Quote—Unquote’s podcast series and participatory events provide a broadcast
space for sound works, spoken word practice, readings, teachings and aural
miscellanea by artists, anthropologists and researchers.

PODCAST #1 — LIDIJA BURČAK
EPISODES & EXPLORATION
The first episode has writer Lidija Burčak deconstruct the processes of
writing and publicly reading her personal diary.
Intimacy has deeply infiltrated the quotidian grid of many during the past
three months. Its presence became almost suffocating. The sudden creation
of strong intimacies within the space of our differently-dimensioned homes
has become like a testing ground. It was the self facing itself in some cases.
It was also the self assiduously facing the online realms. Decomposition and
decay surfaced out everywhere, followed by hope and a sense of
potentiality. Intimacy is a leitmotif in Lidija Burčak’s practice and
explorations, films and writings. Keeping a diary for over 30 years now, she
started writing when she was 7, after being offered the first diary notebook
to overcome a disappointing moment of not being invited to a birthday
party. 30 years later, Lidija began to read segments of diaries in public
circles, which grew bigger and bigger. Even after an entire tour throughout

Switzerland, she claims that she is an “expert in writing with no goal, no
pressure and absolutely no intention of success“. The voice of a previous self
embodied into halls of dozens of people, all of them attuned to echoes of
emotions that were reverse-engineered in a writing process, as a method of
understanding them. In Lidija’s words, the diary is where the judgemental
voice and the non-judgemental voice can meet and have this discussion. The
most important ingredient in achieving this flow is to detect exaggeration, lies,
and most importantly, judgement. The reason I say this is because whenever I
try to lie to myself, to intentionally forget to write down something, the truth is
coming up, pushing from somewhere deep down.
Lidija’s Quote—Unquote Podcast contribution episodes&exploration is an
invitation to revisit these processes and the ways in which they evolved,
galvanised or gained a life of their own after giving them a voice, both in
writing and in speech.

The podcast:
https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/podcast-lidija-burcak-episodes-exploration/

RAPORT 2020

QUOTE—UNQUOTE PODCAST

Episodes & Exploration
Lidija Burčak

PODCAST #2 — ELENA TRIFAN
ALMOST SELF DEVELOPMENT
The second episode presents Elena Trifan’s layered findings on the mirages
of personal development.
The marketable products of positive thinking leave a lot out in the editing
room before appearing in the meetings of corporations and life coaching
sessions. In NLP (neuro-linguistic programming) practice, language gets
transformed through aestheticised techniques of communication and
mediation. The individual is the sole responsible agent for their own
well-being, as if suspended from the structures in which they operate. After
years of researching on this subject for her PhD thesis, through the Almost
Self Development podcast episode Elena Trifan selects a few famous NLP
discourse extracts and deconstructs them by applying sociological and
anthropological filters. For approximately 20 minutes, the listener faces
reversed understandings on the use of language as a means of
over-expanding neoliberal society.

The podcast:
https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/podcast-elena-trifan-almost-self-development/
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Almost Self Development
Elena Trifan

PODCAST #3 — ANNA BARHAM
TO BE WE TO BE — CONVERSATION
WITH HELEN PALMER
Helen Palmer is Anna Barham’s guest in a podcast interview which explores
the complex yet playful layers of Gertrude Stein’s prose poem Patriarchal
Poetry. Their conversation forays into the humour and play of nonsense, the
materiality of the text, resemblances and virtuosity, content words versus
function words, language and power. Using the same poem, Anna Barham
has devised a series of encounters via Zoom — TO BE WE TO BE, where the
materiality and performativity of the text is explored through various
strategies of reading with the participants.

The podcast:
https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/podcast-anna-barham-helen-palmer/

RAPORT 2020
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TO BE WE TO BE
Anna Barham

PODCAST #4 — MAIA CONRAN
MONKEY PUZZLE
For the fourth episode, artist Maia Conran has conceived a sound work as a
site-sensitive introspection that investigates the significance of putting
public speech out there into the void, while observing the immediate effects
of the lockdown. Juxtaposing four different character voices — the fungus,
the Monkey Puzzle tree, the narrator and the artist herself — the sound
work reflects on the meaning of speaking in public in a vacuum. It delves
into eco-criticism through the voice of the fungus that generally feeds the
trees and the Monkey Puzzle tree which becomes a transmitter as well as a
communicator. By speaking out in the world to the same Monkey Puzzle
tree and linking the loneliness of an individual daily walk to networked
communication, the artist problematizes contemporary concerns about 5G
technology and our impact on the environment, while considering the
ongoing impacts of colonialism and globalisation.

The Monkey Puzzle tree is endangered in its native Andes, while since the
late 18th Century, when they became a symbol of status, they are numerous
in gardens in the UK. Monkey Puzzle trees are increasingly unpopular
because they have sharp spiky branches and grow very large, so they are
often removed and destroyed.

The podcast:
https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/podcast-maia-conran-monkey-puzzle/
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Monkey Puzzle
Maia Conran

PODCAST #5 — JASMINA AL-QAISI & PARTICIPANTS
COHERENT HICCUPS
For the fifth episode, Jasmina Al-Qaisi envisioned a stage for insecurities
through an online laboratory, a place for participants to create a sonic
whirlpool where questions about the self are caressed, dissected and put on
a shelf to grow into more answers as time passes.

Participants: Daniela, Gabriela, Bogdan, Lidija, Ioana,
Ana, Ioana, Alice, Cristina
Music: FLUID — Paula Dunker & Alex Bălă
Hiccups: from the YouTube channel “hiccup clips”
Produced, arranged and narrated by Jasmina Al-Qaisi

The podcast is composed through collective wisdom handpicked from our
meeting on July 25, 2020. The perspective of this laboratory was an artistic
one, with the purpose of freeing ourselves from misconceptions regarding
the shapes, but also the contents of what we would usually call a biography,
a narrative CV or other hybrid formats of describing ourselves.

The podcast:
https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/podcast-jasmina-al-qaisi-participants-coherent-hiccups/

RAPORT 2020
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Coherent Hiccups
Jasmina Al-Qaisi

PODCAST #6 — VLAD BRĂTEANU
LET THE VIRUS SPEECH…
As explored in talk therapy and hypnosis, language becomes a gateway
towards a dialogue with our subconscious. The human verbal praxis engages
a suspension of disbelief, in which the act of speaking becomes, in the words
of Paul Virilio, the “ultimate performative”, dissolving the distance between
discourse and action. Through ‘let the virus speech…’, artist Vlad Brăteanu
explores the capacity of language to heal, infusing a hypnotic induction with
theory and personal considerations, and rendering it accessible for every
listener to experience transformation through their own ears and will.

The podcast:
https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/podcast-vlad-brateanu-let-the-virus-speech/

RAPORT 2020
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SOUNDWORK
HARUN MORRISON
BLARES
10’
Blares is a 10 minute soundwork composed of 24 snippets of music playing
from strangers’ cars. The snippets were recorded from inside the artist’s studio
in East London during the Covid-19 Lockdown, as vehicles stopped at the
adjacent traffic lights. The range of genres and languages speaks to the
diversity of the locale. The work also points to the potentiality of sound to
traverse and collapse binaries of indoors / outdoors and private / public space.

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS
ANNA BARHAM
TO BE WE TO BE
July 10, 17, 24, 31, 2020
For Quote—Unquote, artist Anna Barham devised a series of reading
encounters using Gertrude Stein’s 1927 prose poem Patriarchal Poetry.
Focusing on the physicality of reading — rhythm, sound, cadence — and
using the possibilities and limitations of video-conferencing software, each
session employed strategies through which to read together. These acts
consider reading as re-authoring the text, freeing it from the written word
and infusing it with new meanings. If literary language stretches beyond
quotidian language, how does it modify speech? How does it orbit the
definitions of sense and non-sense?

Quote—Unquote openly invited participants in these encounters —
registration was free and open for all and was confirmed on a first come,
first served basis. Sessions were conducted through Zoom with a maximum
of 4 participants each on July 10, 17, 24 and 31 and took place in English.
TO BE WE TO BE continues the artist’s enquiry into various forms of
collective reading that could be described as slow, close, repetitive, embodied,
and which occur between human and machine as well as between humans.
TO BE WE TO BE uses Patriarchal Poetry as a virtual space within which
something is produced.
Anna Barham has created a manual for TO BE WE TO BE, comprised of a
set of instructions for the reading encounters + the text Patriarchal Poetry.

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS
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TO BE WE TO BE

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS
JASMINA AL-QAISI
COHERENT HICCUPS:
COLLABORATIVE AUTOBIOGRAPHIC LABORATORY
July 25, 2020

about myself sound like? How sincere is sincerity and what instruments do I
need in order to put myself in a good light? These are just a few of the
apparently absurd enigmas that the host has thought of when she proposed
an online laboratory.

What is the first thing you would say about yourself to someone who does
not know you? We intend to give a collective answer to this eternal
difficulty: how do we speak about ourselves in writing, especially in 3rd
person? Coherent Hiccups is about the small problems, the hiccups that are
unleashed when we talk or write about ourselves for others. Through
hiccups, sighing and blabbering together we have more chances of finding
solutions. We often replicate already existing models to avoid the fear of
being misunderstood. Creativity often stagnates when we try to grasp our
personality in a CV, in long biographies, online bios, or in a few words for
dating apps. In creating this image, we establish our history, without
narratives or explanations, like a permanent quotation. We are our own
historians for a long part of our life, or even forever.

We invite you to take part in this meeting, whose result, apart from
collective wisdom, will also be a podcast episode. The perspective of this
laboratory is an artistic one, with the purpose of freeing ourselves from
misconceptions regarding the shapes, but also the contents of what we
would usually call a biography, a narrative CV or other hybrid formats of
describing ourselves.

Jasmina Al-Qaisi intends to open this secret cascade — assuming that it
exists — of the unlimited resources we have when we describe ourselves.
Questions such as: Where should I look to see myself? What could describe
me better than my studies or workplaces? What would a fictional biography

Jasmina is the right host for this kind of experiment: in her literary, audio or
performative works, she models her identity to explore herself in front of an
audience. A selection of her works can be found on Soundcloud.

In order for the podcast to happen, we kindly ask you to agree to the entire
session being recorded once we begin the discussion. Anyone, anyone and
anyone is welcome to the genesis of our laboratory, as long as you do not
promote hate speech or discrimination and as long as you intend to
participate until the end.

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS

Jasmina Al-Qaisi
COHERENT HICCUPS:
COLLABORATIVE AUTOBIOGRAPHIC LABORATORY

MOTHER TONGUES
LIBRARY
mother tongues opened up an online library of essays, plays, zines and novels
about language in relation to decolonisation, feminism and knowledge, to
which everyone could contribute with adjacent texts and ideas. Arranged in a
Google Drive shelf, the multilingual archive is free to be explored, translated,
borrowed, lent and interpreted.
The library was launched in the framework of Quote—Unquote on July 22
and has remained available online since then. Over the first three weeks,
six selections were presented by the collective, unveiling language as a tool
that is interconnected with multiple people, cultures and histories. After
August 12, 2020, the library has taken a life of its own, expanding with
other ramifications.

mother tongues is an interdisciplinary and research-led project applying
decolonial, feminist and queer concepts in exploring language in relation to
archives, history and community. We host translation parties/workshops at
archives and libraries, such as the Feminist Library, Mayday rooms and 56a
Archive. We have also collaborated with DIY Space for London Print
Collective on co-hosting the translation and print workshop Translate,
Rework, Print. The translation parties aim to celebrate our shared
multilingual histories, experiment with diy translation, encourage interaction
with historical materials as well as engage with and challenge the language
used around collections.

https://quoteunquoteplatform.com/programme/mother-tongues-library/
We invite you to read the guide devised by mother tongues, available below,
and use this resource as you may find suitable. Follow the links below to tap
into this DIY library:
mother tongues library — Google Drive shelf 1
mother tongues library guide — how to contribute 2
mother tongues library index — search and add works 3

1
2
3

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1w01T-ZxA-5_EloDGmCDsTwjNW9les8iZ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NO3QT_BaiMGEzyS6QdqKxmEzIhoTgEwv/view
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wEeDAnO4i7ElE86lmHI56JEgng9c1bQx7S3Z2826xp0/edit#gid=0

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS

mother tongues Library

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS

mother tongues Library

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS

mother tongues Library

AFTERLIFE OF COMMISSIONED WORKS

1

Anna Barham’s TO BE WE TO BE
part of Leaking Container at
Index Festival Stockholm
19.09.20

2 Helen A Flanagan’s SUNDAY in the framework of HISK and in partnership with sonsbeek 20-->24
sonsbeek conjunctions
https://www.e-flux.com/announcements/315543/sonsbeek20-24force-times-distance/

mother tongues

Helen Anna Flanagan

Lidija Burčak

“With countries closing borders and
museums closing their doors, it was
wonderful to be part of a community
engaged online project connecting
different localities. Quote—Unquote were
very bold by being pioneers in testing,
thinking and re-thinking of how to keep
up collaborations, community projects and
creativity during a time when we are all in
isolation, as well as tackle the very
important subject of public speech. Thank
you for all the inspiring conversations and
for keeping the momentum going!"

“Infinite Conversation are an exciting and
engaged collective with important curatorial
interests and whose support has been
valuable for the realisation of new work. The
platform itself provided great exposure for
the commissioned video and I was
honoured to be part of it along with some
brilliant artists. We shall definitely continue
our dialogue."

“During the whole process of making my
first ever podcast I felt very supported by
the Quote—Unquote team. There was a
sense of togetherness while I was trying to
find the heart of my topic. I was so
impressed by the way they observed and
described my work and how they have
carefully chosen the words for it. It gave me
a completely new perspective on everything
I do. This gave me courage to let it flow. And
basically: through their words I could find
deeper meaning in what I am doing and I
can’t tell you how satisfying that feels like.
I am grateful for that.”

FEEDBACK

WHAT’S NEXT IN 2021
On Labor & Affect is a series of Quote—Unquote events investigating issues of
work, economical systems, affective labor and possibilities of social
transformation through dialogue and collaboration. This series will unfold
through screenings, performances and debates in Bucharest, divided into two
chapters, one in June/July and the second in September/October. Artists &
practitioners involved: Bob Bicknell-Knight, Brandon LaBelle, Michael Bucuzzo
& Cristina Kolozsvary-Kiss, Melissa Ghidini, Ioana Gheorghiu, and Alle Dicu.
The relationship with work, the extent to which it defines our identity, the
emotions it generates and the ways in which one manages these emotions in
both the public and private space are directions that align with our objectives
of exploring the sphere of discursivity through artistic and collaborative
means. We believe that in the landscape of the politics of labor, the ways in
which we are asked to position ourselves regarding asking for rights and
managing responsibilities, public speaking is the main means of
communication and of implementing principles, systems or methods, this is
why creating a critical apparatus and instruments of analysis are essential for
both individual and collective development.

In parallel, we have also planned other series and activities, such as an
extended collaboration with Dorota Gawęda and Eglė Kulbokaitė (Young Girl
Reading Group) through which they will produce new works and an
exhibition accompanied by public programming in Bucharest;
commissioning a new video work by German artist Christian Jankowski
(with whom we also collaborated for Healing Games exhibition in 2020),
while we are also guest curators for one of the most active and long-standing
artist residencies in Romania, Bucharest Air, founded by artist Tudor Bratu
in 2010 in Bucharest.

CONTACT
Website: www.quoteunquoteplatform.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/quoteunquoteplatform
Instagram: www.instagram.com/quote___unquote___
Soundcloud: www.soundcloud.com/quote_unquote
Email: hello@quoteunquoteplatform.com
Mobile: +40 740982413 | +40 735032909

QUOTE—UNQUOTE
CO-FUNDERS & PARTNERS
Administration of the National Cultural Fund (AFCN), Romania
British Council Romania
Goethe-Institut Bucharest

COLLABORATORS
Centre of Excellence in Image Studies (CESI), Bucharest
Human Language Technologies Research Centre (HLT), Bucharest University
SUPRAINFINIT Gallery, Bucharest
Botanical Garden, Bucharest

